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Let {(X,, Y,); i= 1, 2, . ..} be a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s and denote by m(y 1 x0), 
-co<y<co, the conditional distribution function of Y given X=x,, 
--cc <x,,< co. In this paper we propose and discuss certain smooth variants 
(based both on single as well as double kernel weights) of the standard conditional 
quantile estimator m;‘(I 1 x0), 0 <I< 1, of m-‘(2 1 x0), where m,(y 1 x0) is 
a (kernel) estimator of m(y I x,,). The weak convergence of the corresponding 
conditional quantile process is also established. The same methods are used to 
study a new estimator of the conditional density and a “robust” estimator of the 
regression function. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ((Xi, Y,), i= 1, 2, . . . . } be a sequence of (d+ p)-dimensional i.i.d. r.v.‘s 
with distribution function (d.f.) H(x, y) = P[Xi < x, Yi < y] and marginals 
F(x) and G(y), x E lRtd), y E Rtp). Further, let m(y 1 x) = P[Y < y 1 X=x], 
g,(y), and T(X) = E[Y 1 X=x] denote, respectively, the conditional given 
X=x, d.f., density (w.r.t. Lesbesgue measure) and expectation of Y, 
assuming that these quantities exist and are finite. While the literature 
abounds with work pertaining to the development of inferential methodology 
for the so called regression functions r(x), x E IFC’) (both under the assump- 
tion of linearity, dating back to the start of the century, and without it 
starting with the work on kernel estimation by Nadaraya [S] and Watson 
[15]), work on a similar methodology for other useful parameters or 
functionals of m(. 1 x) or g,-for example, conditional quantiles including 
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conditional median, conditional moments, and other smooth functions of 
m(. ( xphas aroused interest only recently. For this the readers may refer, 
for example, to the work of Stone [ 1 l] based on nearest neighbour (N.N.) 
estimation of conditional functionals and the work of Stiite [12, 133, 
Upadrasta [14], Mehra and Upadrasta [7], and Bhattacharya and 
Gangopadhyay [ 1 ] based on kernel estimates of such quantities (see also 
Horvath and Yandell [4] and Chaudhuri [2]). 
The object of this paper is to continue work towards the development of 
this latter methodology. Specifically, we shall study in this paper the 
asymptotics of some smooth variants of conditional quantile and condi- 
tional density estimators as well as a “robust” estimator of the mean 
regression function, explicitly only in the case p = d= 1. Our main tools in 
this investigation are the asymptotic properties of the conditional empirical 
distribution function, namely, the kernel (N.N.-type, first introduced by 
Yang [ 161) estimator m,(y 1 x0) of the conditional d.f. m(y 1 x0) for fixed 
x,,ER(~‘=R and -co<y<co, defined by 
mn(Y I -xO)= Cnanfn(XO)l~’ i K((F,(xi)-F,(x,))lu,)',..,,, (1.1) 
i= 1 
where I, denotes the indicator function of the set A, {a,} is a sequence of 
bandwidths (with a, --) 0, but na, -+ co, as n -+ cc), K a suitable 
(univariate) kernel function, and 
fn(X~)=(nan)F’ i K((~~(xi)-F”(X,))lU,); (1.2) 
i=l 
F,(X) in (1.2) denotes the usual empirical d.f. based on Xi, 1 < idn and 
m,( y 1 x,,) is set equal to zero when &(x0) = 0. The asymptotic properties 
of m,(y I x,,) were investigated by Stiite [ 121 and Upadrasta [ 141 via the 
conditional empirical process { B,( y 1 x0) : y E R} defined by 
WY I xo) = (w,)“~ C~,(Y I xi,) -4~ I 41. (1.3) 
The weak convergence properties of (1.3), as n -+ co, were studied by these 
authors, while Horvath and Yandell [4] have investigated recently the a.s. 
convergence properties and the functional iterated logarithm law for this 
process. The last two authors, as well as Stiite [12], have also investigated 
the asymptotic properties of the conditional empirical process 
(B,*(y 1 x,,) I y E R} based on the Nadaraya-Watson-type definition of the 
empirical distribution function 
m,*(Y I x~)=(“nfn*(x~))F’ f  K((Xi-X,)/u,) -fcy,<,,,l (1.4) 
i= 1 
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with 
fn*(XO)=(nan)-l i K((Xi-xO)lan)~ 
i= I 
where m,*( y / x0) is set equal to zero when f,*(x,,) = 0 and K is a suitable 
kernel function. One may also consider another type of empirical process 
based on the Stone-type N.N. conditional empirical d.f. (see Stone [ll, 
p. 5961, Bhattacharya and Gangopadhyay [I], and Chaudhuri [2]). We 
shall, however, confine our attention to the conditional empirical d.f. and 
process based on the definitions (l.l)-(1.3) only. From a nonparametric 
standpoint, m,(y 1 x0) and B,(y 1 x0) are more useful than m,*(y 1 x0) and 
B,*(y 1 x0): The asymptotic covariance function of m,(. 1 x,,), unlike that of 
m,*(. I x,), does not depend on the marginal unknown density value f(xo) 
at x0, and so it would be better amenable to inference methodology in 
applications. However, the reader should have no difficulty in verifying that 
the results of this paper continue to hold, with appropriate modifications, 
if the definition of conditional empirical d.f. employed is that of (1.4) 
instead of (1.1). In the sequel, Sections 2 to 4 are devoted to the investigation 
of asymptotic properties of a smooth conditional quantile estimator (see 
(2.1) for definition) and the corresponding quantile process. In Section 2, 
we establish the asymptotic normality of the smoothed kernel quantile 
estimator and show that smoothing reduces bias provided higher order 
(22) moothing kernels are employed, even with an “optimal” bandwith 
sequence. (see Remark 2.1 below). In Section 5, we study certain estimators 
of conditional quantiles (Subsection 5A) and conditional densities 
(Subsection 5C), as well as certain “robust” estimators of conditional mean 
(Subsection 5B), all based on bivariate kernels. 
The use of bivariate (probability) kernels in direct N.N. estimation of 
conditional parameters, given X= x0 (when X and Y are univariate), was 
first introduced by Mehra and Upadrasta [7]. Although their motivation 
in doing so was the construction of “robust” estimators for the mean 
regression function Y(x~), the use of such kernels leads to direct, rather than 
ratio type (cf. Rosenblatt [9]), estimators of conditional densities. 
Finally, in Section 6 we briefly touch upon the multivariate case when 
observations (Xi, Y,), i= 1, 2, . . . . are (d+p)-dimensional, with d> 1 and 
p > 1, and in the last section 7 are contained some concluding remarks. 
2. QUANTILE REGRESSION: A SMOOTH CONDITIONAL QUANTILE ESTIMATOR 
Let for given 1, 0 < 1< 1, q(l I x0) = m-‘(2 I x0), where the inverse for 
any non-decreasing function f is defined as f-'(t) =inf(s I f(s) 2 t}, 
denote the Ith quantile of the conditional distribution pn(* / x0). Stiite [13] 
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considered nz;‘(l 1 x0) as an estimator of q(2 1 .x0) and established its 
asymptotic normality. In this section, we propose a smooth conditional 
quantile estimator for q(l 1 x0) (on the lines of Yang’s [17] smoothed 
estimators for unconditional quantiles). The proposed estimator is given by 
q 
n 
(nI x,)= tnan)-' C; L((mn(Yj I XO)-i)lan) yj 
(nan)p' 22; LCCmnCyj I xO)-n)lan) ' 
(2.1) 
where L denotes a suitable kernel function and (a,} the bandwidth 
sequence used in the definition of m, in( 1.1). The kernel L is not necessarily 
the same as the one used in (1.1). For 0 < 1~ 1, define 
= g,(J. I x01 Qn@ I4, 
where Q”, Q, are set equal to zero at 1= 0 and 2 = 1. Also q,(n I x0) is 
defined to be zero whenever g,(1 I x0) = 0. Now we list the conditions 
required to be satisfied by the kernels K, L, and the d.f. H. 
Assumptions. I(i) H is continuous with marginal densities f and g 
with g continuously differentiable in an open nghd of q(A I x,,), 
(ii) m(. 1 x0) has density g,(.) which is continuous and bounded 
away from zero in an open nghd of q(n ) x,,), 
(ii)’ (ii) coupled with g,(.) being bounded and continuously 
differentiable in an open neighborhood of q(3, I x0), 
(iii) supIvPZIKs Im(y I x0)-m(z I x0)1 =o([log6-1]P1) as d-+0, 
(iv) For each y, m(y I .) is twice continuously differentiable in a 
nghd U,, of x0 such that 
sup sup -$ My I x)) <a. .Y E (iTO J 
II(i) K and L are kernel functions, twice continuously differentiable 
and vanishing out side C-1, l] with l K(u)&=! L(u)du=l, 
J z&(u) du = J uL(u) du = 0. 
(ii) J u’L(u)du=O, i=2,...,r and j Iu~~~~IL(u)~ du-eco, for some 
integer r > 1; r is then said to be the order of the kernel function L. 
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Before stating the main result of this paper we recall some results from 
Stiite [ 131. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) If a,+O, nai+oo but nai+O as n+cO and 
I(iii), (iv), and II(i) hold, then we have for the conditional empirical process 
B,(- I x0) = {MY I x0) = (na,P* [m& I 4 - W I x0)1 : - 00 G Y G a 1, 
where B( 3 ( x0) is a Guassian process in D[ - co, co] with continuous sample 
paths and WY I xd = 0, WY, I x01 WY, I 4 = Cm(yI A y2 I 4 - 
m(y, I x0) m(y, ) x0)] l K*(u) du. The metric “d,,” is the Skorohod metric 
on D[ - co, co], the set of right continuous functions with left limits defined 
on the extended real line [ - co, CC 1. 
(b) If a, + 0, nai + co but nai + z, where z > 0, I(iii), (iv), and II(i) 
hold, then for the process B,(. I x0), we have 
Bn( . I 4 7 BY. I xc,), as n-co, 
where B’(y~x,)=B(y~x,)+z’~*[(~*/~u*) m(yIF-‘(u))]U=F,,, ju*K(u)du, 
-cOdy<cO. 
Proof Part (a) is a restatement of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 of Sttite 
[ 131, where it was assumed, without loss of generality, that the marginals 
were uniform [0, l] and the weak convergence was relative to do on 
D[O, 11. For the proof of part (b) see Stiite [13, p. 6411. m 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1 and if also 
I(ii) holds, then for any 0 < I < 1, 
Jnu,(m;‘(;lI x0)-m-’ (A I x0)) -Tp+ NO, &GJ)~ 
as n + oo, where 
d(xo)=41-4 (j K’(u)du)/&,(q(ll xc,)). (2.3) 
Proof This is a corollary to Proposition 2.1 (see Stiite [ 13, 
Theorem 31). fl 
First, we shall state and prove the asymptotic normality of q,Jil I x0) 
given by (2.1): 
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THEOREM 2.1. (a) Suppose the ussumptions I(i) ro (iv) und II(i) hold. J/ 
a,, -+ 0 nai + co but na: + 0 n + 3cj, then bile have for euch A, 0 < A < 1, 
as n + co, where am is given by (2.3). 
(b) Suppose nai + z, ,for some t > 0, and all other conditions of part 
(a) (except nal --f 0) hold. In addition, if AI( also holds, then 
where the bias term b(l 1 x0) is given by 
b(A 1 x,,) = (2”*/2) -$ m(q I Fp’(u)) 
I u=F(xoj 
.g,‘M j- t2K(t) dt 
+ g,3(d g-‘(dPg.&) g’(q) - k(q) g:,(q)1 j t2Ut) dt 3 
where we have set q = q(A 1 x,,) for convenience; 
(c) If in addition to the conditions of part (b), AII(ii) also holds, then 
the assertion of part (b) holds without the second term in the bias b(l 1 x,), 
which actually vanishes in this case. 
Remark 2.1. It is clear from the theorem that the asymptotic bias in the 
estimator qJA I x,,) becomes negligible if the bandwith sequence {a,} is 
chosen such that nai + 0, as n -+ co. However, in this case the rate of 
convergence (as seen from Theorem 3.1) is slower than the “optimal”; that 
is, when naz + z > 0. If naz -+ z, as n --) 03, the asymptotic bias of the 
estimator q,,(A ) x0) (with respect to the limiting distribution) is given by 
b(A 1 x0) so that if one chooses an “optimal” bandwidth sequence, a correc- 
tion for bias must be made. Further, as demonstrated in part (c) above 
with choice of a smoothing kernel L of order r z 2, the bias can be reduced 
(the degree of reduction depending on its order) even with an optimal band 
width sequence {a,}. This is a special advantage in using smoothed quan- 
tile estimators. 
Remark 2.2. The first term in the bias b(A ) x0) can also be reduced 
(asymptotically negligible) if we use a higher order kernel K in the defini- 
tion of m, defined in (1.1) even while using the “optimal” bandwidth 
sequence {a,}. However, this has the drawback that the d-f. estimator m, 
may not be a genuine d.f., i.e., may neither be non-decreasing nor non- 
negative. Consequently, for m,(. ( x0) first-order probability kernels should 
be preferred. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, for each I, 0 < A < 1, 
we have 
tL(~ I x0) y+ c(J I x0)7 as n-co, 
where c(n I x0) = g(q(l I xo))lg,(q(~ I x0)). 
Proof By adopting the same procedure as for (3.14) and using the 
probability bound [m,(y 1 x0)-m(y 1 x0)] = O,((na,)-“*) in place of the 
a.s. bound given in (3.1) it can be easily established that, as n --t CO, 
g,(l 1 X0) - c(l 1 x0) = 0,(n-“2a;3/2), 
where c(A 1 x0) is as stated in the lemma. Since nai + co, the stated result 
follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First note that 
&(A 1 xO)=(na,)-l’* f: (Yj-q(l I x0)) L 
1 
mfl(‘Axo)-A) 
n 
= n’/*a-w n s Cr- q@ I ~011 L A. mn(y ,‘,;) dG,(y), n 
where A, = { y : ) m,( y I x0) - ill < a,} and G, is the empirical d.f. of Yis. 
Since L is twice differentiable, we have by Taylor’s expansion 
&(A 1 x0) = a;“2n1’2 
s Cv - q(l I x0)1 L A, 
m(v I;)- “) dG,h) 
n 
+ an34p 
f  CY - dl I x0)1 Cm& I x0) - m(y I x0)] A, 
dG,(y) 
1 + _ a -5PnlP 
2 * s 
Cy- q(l I xo)lCm,b I x0) A, 
-m(Y I x0)1* L”kf) dG,(y) 
= In1 +I,* + In3 (say), (2.5) 
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where d lies between (m,(.v ( x0) - k)/a, and (m(v 1 x0)-1)/a,,. First 
consider the second term I,,z. We have 
In2 = a;’ 
s CY-di I -Tdl UY I -yo) L’ ,4 n ( 
4Y I yor - 1” dG,(y), 
n I 
where B,(y 1 x0) = &(m,(y 1 x0) - m(~ 1 x,)), -cc < y < co, denotes 
the conditional empirical process. We have 
In2 = a, 2 
s CY - q(l I xo)lc4z(Y I x0) - &(qV I -%))I A” 
xL, 4Y I x0)-1 
( > dGnb)> a, 
+ ai2 s Cy - q(A I x0)1 &(d~ I A) L’ A, m(y I;‘)- ‘) dG,(y) n 
= l(l) + z’2’ 
n2 n2 (say), (2Sa) 
where here and hereafter (for simplicity of notation, whenever convenient) 
B,( .) and B( .) stand for B,(. I x0) and B(. 1 x0), respectively. We note that 
I,$’ is asymptotically equivalent in probability (see (2.6a) below) to 
ti;‘= B,(q(~ I ~0)) j ai2(y - dl I ~011 L’ 
4Y I x,)-l 
a, 
dG,b), (2.5b) 
the integral on the right-hand side being equal to (l/n) C?= i qin, with 
zt; a;‘[ Yi - q(l 1 x0)] L’((m( Yi I x0)-1)/a,). NOW rin’S are i.i.d. T.v.3 
&in=at2 J b-4(2 I X011 L’ 4Y I x01-A 
a, > 
g(Y) dJ1 
=a -’ n s [s(ta, + 1 I x0) - q(A I x0)] L’(t) ~(~~~~~ :‘A’ 7:);) dt x0 n 0 
-+ g(q(l I ~011 s tL’(t) dt/g:,,M~ I x0)1, as n+co; (2.5~) 
the convergence in the preceding line follows in view of Assumptions I(i), 
(ii), and II and the dominated convergence theorem. Similarly, it 
can be shown that (l/n) Eyt= O(a;‘n-‘) +O, as n -+ co. Thus 
(l/n) I:= i (vi* - Ey,) converges to zero in probability, and since 
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&Ml I ~0)) 7j+ B(q(~ I x0)) as n + co (Proposition 2.1), we have for IL:‘, 
and therefore for its equivalent I,$‘, that 
Ii;’ - wqu I x0)) Cj’l tL’(t) 4 
p dew I x0)) Cg(dn I %))I -l 
as n--too. (2.6) 
It remains to establish the “equivalence” of I$’ and I,$). For this first 
note that, for sufficiently large n, on the set A,’ 
I4Y I x0)-4 2 I I%(.Y I x0)-4 - Iwz(Y I %)-4Y I xdl I 
the last inequality following since by Proposition 2.1, uniformly in y, 
I%(.Y I x0)-dy I %)I ~,hw ‘I2 = an&,, with E, = [c I (na;l)“*] = O(l), 
as IZ + co, for some positive constant c. This implies that, for appropriately 
large n, 
/I 4 
a,‘L-~-q(~ I x0)1 L’(h4~ I xo)-~Y~,)~Gn(~) 
< s a;* Iy--(A I xdl n,(l-&En)dIm(ylxo)--lCa” 
x IL’((m(y I x01 -~Ya,)l ~G,(Y) 7 0, (2.6a) 
as n + co, by the same reasoning as used for (2.5~) and (2.6). The desired 
equivalence now clearly follows from (2.5a), (2.5b), and (2.6a). 
Further, since L vanishes outside [ - 1, 11, we have 
I al (Y - q(J I x0)) MY I x0) - A)1 G (1. 
x C&(Y I -4 - &(d~ I x0 )I L’ 
w I x0)-~ 
> I 
dGrz(y) 
4 
d SUP PAY I x0) - 4dq@ I xo))l 
I4Y I x0) - 4 Q ai 
X 
s 
a,* Iy-q(l I x0)1 
IMY I x0) - 4 s a. 
m(Y ‘;“‘“)I dG,(y). 
n 
But, the integral on the r.h.s converges to a finite quantity as seen in (2.6) 
and the tightness of {B,(y I x,)} implies that sup (B,(y I x0)- 
&(q(i I xd)l = o,(l) as Iv-q@ I xo)l +Q Hence 
zi:’ -p 0. (2.7) 
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Now we will show that I,,, T 0 as II + co. Arguing as for I,$’ and Z!i’, 
one can show that Z,, is asymptotically equivalent in probability to 
In, =a,“2n-“2 i [Yj-q(;, 1 .~“)I L 
i 
nz( Yi ’ x0) - E” 
>- 
(2.7a) 
i=l a, 
and further that 
Var(Zn,,) < a;’ 
s 
(y-q(A 1 x# L’ 
m(yIxg)-i.i.Cn, 
m(Y If,)- “) g(y) dy 
n 
= 
I 
[q(ta,+l I x0)-4(2 1 xo)12 L2(t) g(q(arzt+” xo)) dr 
k!.x,(q(ta” + 1 I x0)) 
= O(4), (2.8) 
the last equality following, since g,(t) > 0 in a nghd of q(A 1 x0). Also note 
that under the conditions I(i), (ii), and (iv) and writing q(A 1 x0) = q 
E(I,,) = n”2a,“2 s (Y - 4)L((mb I x01 - ~)/a,) g(y) 4 
=n1’2ak’2 
s 
[q(ta,+il ) x0)-q] “~)~~‘~:~~~;o,” dt 
XII ” 0 
= nu2a1/2 I[ ~uL,(d-’ +; 4d&,*)k,(q,*))-3 1 
x [ &)kx,(qN - l+ 
k&l) g’(q,*) - g(q) &&z,*)) 
g,(q) &&I + O(%)) 
%k,(q))-’ + O(a:) .L(t) & 1 
where qz denotes an arbitrary value between q(A ( x0) and q(ta, + ,I 1 x0). 
Now using s tL(t) dt = 0 and qz + q as n -+ co, from above we obtain 
E(In,) = n1/2ui/2 (f t2L(t) dt) b*(l I x0) + O(n112a~/2), (2.8a) 
where b*(l I XO) = 2~1g~4(qWg,,(q) g’(q) - 3g(q) g,,(q)l. Since nal-, 0, 
as n + co, from (2.8) and (2.8a) we obtain that Z,, and therefore 
Znl y+ 0, as n+co. (2.8b) 
Finally, we show In3 7 0 as n + co. Note that Im,(y 1 x0) - 2) <a, as. 
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and ldl < 1 as. imply that Irn(v 1 x0)- AI < ca, as. for some constant c. 
Further, since 
Idr I x0) - 4 G ca, * q(n - ca, I x0) < y < q(ca, + 2 I x0), 
consequently, using the differentiability of q(. I x0) in a nghd of 1 and the 
fact that a, + 0, as 12 -+ co, we have for large n and some constant c*, 
b - q(n I x0)1< c*a,. (2.9) 
Now we have 
2 IIn < a;7’2n- ‘I2 sup I%(Y I xdl IA, lu-q(A I xdl IL”(~)l ~G,(Y), Y 
where AX = (Im,(y I x,)--Q 6 a,} n { ldl < l}. Since supY Bi(y I x0) is 
bounded in probability, we have for large n 
IIn < C,a;7’2n-1’2 
i a,’ b-q@ I %)I IL”(d)1 dG,(y) 
= c~~~~I*~--I* 
I 
IY - 41 I x,)1 IL”(d)l dCG,(u) - G(y)1 A: 
+I& IY-dJ I xdl IL”(d)I WY) 
I 
. (2.10) 
Using LIL for [G,(y)- G(y)], (2.9), and the boundedness of L”(u), it is 
easy to see that the first term in (2.10) is dominated by 
C a~7’2a;1’2[c*a,-sup IL”(u)] *sup IG,(y)-G(y)1 1 ” u Y 
= O(a;5/2n-‘12. n-1/2(log log n)‘/*) 
= O(n~‘a;5’2(log log n)“‘). 
and the second term is dominated (for large n) by 
C1a-7~2n-1~2 
n -c*a, s;p IL”(u) .syp I&I [IA: dy] 
< C2a-512n- . l’* [2c*a,] 
= O(n-‘/2a;3/2). 
Since the conditions of the theorem imply n-‘a-5’2(loglog n)l12 +O, as 
n + cc, we, accordingly, have 
In3 y+ 0 as n+co. (2.10a) 
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Thus from (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) (2.8b), and (2.10a) we have, as n -+ x, 
Hence from Lemma 2.1, (2.2), and (2.11), we obtain, as n + CC, 
encn I -4 = Jna,c4nbJ I +I) - q(A I Xdl~ 
= C&o I xl41 -l !m. I x0), 
gx,(q(l I xo)) B(q(A I xo)) 
T g(q(l I x0)) . d,W I x0)). 
g(q(;l. I -4) j tL’(t) dt 
1 L(t) dt 
-B(di I x0)) 
= iL&q(~ I &II)) ’ 
(2.12) 
where we have used the fact that j tL’(t) dt = -J L(t) dt. Since B(- I x,,) is 
a Gaussian process as described in Proposition 2.1, the result of part (a) of 
the theorem follows at once. To prove part (b), suppose naz -+ z > 0, as 
n + co. Then from (2.8) and (2.8a), we have 
L,~ (+2/W*(A I x,,(j- t2UWf), (2.13) 
as it + 03. Also from Proposition 2.1(b) and (2.6) we obtain 
where B” is as described in Proposition 2.1(b). Since (2.7) and (2.10a) still 
hold, we have from Lemma 2.1, (2.2), (2.5), (2.13), and (2.14), 
Qn(n I 4 -y - B’(q I xc-J/g&) 
+ cg,(q)/g(q)i(zl’2/2) b*wxd j t2w dt, (2.15) 
where we have set q(l ) x0) = q. It can be seen from the definition of 
B’(. 1 x,,) that the mean of the asymptotic distribution equals 
-(@/2) [ 
2 m(q I F-‘(u))l,_,,,,lg,,(qf] j t2Wt)dl 
+ b”*P) b*U I x,)Cg,(qYdq)l j t*L(t) & 
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which, after substitution of b*(l ( x,,) (defined in (2.8a)), simplifies to 
b(A 1 x,,) as stated in part (b) of the theorem; part (c) now follows from 
part (b), since j u*L(u) du = 0 for any smoothing kernel L of order r > 2. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remark 2.3. The arguments above in Theorem 2.1 leading to the 
asymptotic equivalence in probability of Zni and Znj for each j = 1,2, 3 apply 
verbatim to proofs in Sections 4 and 5. Similar reasoning, under the 
conditions of Theorem 3.1 below, yields the a.s. asymptotic equivalence of 
Ini’s and Znj’s in appropriate orders. Consequently, we may assume w  log 
throughout in the sequel that the integrals in Znj, j= 1,2, 3, given by (2.5) 
and their counterparts in Sections 3, 4, and 5, are over the whole space 
instead of the set A,. 
3. ALMOST SURE CONVERGENCE OF q,(1 1 x0) 
In this section we shall establish the a.s. convergence of the conditional 
quantile estimator q,JA 1 x0) to q(A 1 x0), 0 < 1< 1. In fact, we shall obtain 
rates of convergence using Corollary 4.1 of Horvath and Yandell [4], 
which states that (under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 below), as n + co, 
sup Im,(y I x0) -m(y 1 x0)1 = O(n~1~2a~1~2(log n)‘/*). (3.1) 
-co<y<m 
First note that, using (3.1), it can be shown (on the same lines of Lemma 1 
of Mack [S]) that 
m;‘(jl 1 x0)-m-‘(A 1 x0) ,==, O(n-‘/*a;‘/*(log n)“‘), (3.2) 
as n + 00, for each 1, 0 < 1< 1. In Theorem 3.1 below, we shall establish 
the same order of convergence for the smoothed quantile estimator 
qJ12 I x0) as defined by (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose conditions AI( and AI1 hold. Further the 
bandwidth sequence {a,} satisfies a, -+ 0, a,, log n + 0, nai(log n)-” + 00 
but naz(log n)-’ = O(l), as n + co. Then for each A, 0 < A< 1, we haue 
Iq,(A I x0) - q(A I x0)1 ==. O(n-“*u;‘/*(log nY’*), as n+co. 
Remark 3.1. We note that the conditions on the bandwidth sequence 
{a,> do not require nai + 0, as n + co. Thus the “optimal” choice 
a, = O(n - ‘15) is covered by the above theorem. Further if one assumes 
a, = cn - l/5 and other regularily conditions as in Section 5 of Horvath and 
Yandell [4], one can obtain an improved rate of convergence, namely, 
Iq,(A I x0) - q(l ) x0)1 = O(n-‘/*a; “*(log log n)“*). 
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We shall, however, leave such considerations to the reader. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. From (2.2) and (2.5), we have 
&(J” I %JCq,(~ I -%I) - 4v I -%)I 
=a-’ n s b-q(i I x-o,] L((m,(y I -xc,)-i)la,)dG,(y) 
=U ~ l/2n ~ n 1’2K3 + I,* + In317 (3.3) 
where Z,,is are as defined in (2.5). Now from (2.5) and Remark 2.3, we have 
n - ‘Pa - 1121 n n, =a,’ s CY - q(n I x0)1 L(b4.v I 4 - ~)/4 ~G,(.Y) 
=u 
-1 
n s 
CY - 4V I x0)1 U(m(y I x0) - ~)/a,) Imty Ix0)--i.l <an 
x &G,(Y) - G(y)1 
(3.4) 
By using (2.9) and the LZL for [G,(y)-G(y)], the first term in (3.4) is 
dominated by 
~,‘c*~, sup IUu)l sup G,(Y) - G(.Y)I u ” 
,, O(n-“2(lOg log n)“2), as n-co. (3.5) 
Also, using AI(i AII, and Taylor’s expansion of q(. 1 x0) around 
q(l I x,,), we see that the second term in (3.4) is O(a,‘) as n + co and, since 
u2 = n - ‘Pa, ‘/2(log n)‘/2 [(nai)“’ (log n)-li2] = O(n-‘/2a;‘/2(log n)“‘) 
udder the conditions of the theorem, it follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that 
n - l/2@ ~ n 1/21 = O(n-“2a;“2(log n)‘12), n1 as. as n-co. (3.6) 
Now for the second term in (3.3) we have 
u - ‘/2n - 1121 -’ n n2=a, I b- 42 I -dlCmn(Y I x0)--b I x0)1 
x L’((W I x0) - ~)/4 ~G,(Y). (3.7) 
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Writing G, = G, - G + G and using (3.1), (2.9), and arguments similar to 
those for the two terms in (3.4), we obtain from (3.7) 
la, “*n-“*Zn21 < C,a;’ . c*a, ~n-1’2u;‘/2(log n)‘/* . n ~ ‘/*(log log n)l’* 
+ C2ai2 .c*a,n-1’2a ;“‘(l% nP2 j,-(, , .ro)--i, Ca” l?(Y) 4 
< C,(np1’2a;‘/2(log n)1’2)(n-1/2a;1(log log n)‘/=) 
+ C,(n-1’2a;“2(log n)“=) 
= O(n-1’2a;1’2(log n)‘j2), (3.8) 
where for the last inequality we have used AI(i), (ii) and (2.9). Finally for 
the third term in (3.3), using arguments similar to those for (3.7), we have 
I(na,)-“2Z,,I < C,ai3 . ~*a,. (n-la; ‘(log n)) n ~ li2(log log n)l12 
= o(n - “=a, “2(lOg n)“2), (3.9) 
under the assumed conditions on {a,} in the theorem. Thus, we have from 
(3.6), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.3) that, as n+ co, 
g,(il 1 xO)[q,(Iz ( x0) -q(A I x0)] = O(n-1’2a;1’2(log n)“=). (3.10) 
To complete the proof we need to show (g,(L)))’ is bounded away from 
zero a.s. (for large n): From (2.2), we have 
g,(J. I x0) =a,’ s L(@L(Y I x01 - ~&4 ~G,(Y) 
= (na,)-1’2 [IL1 + ZL2 + ZL3], (3.11) 
where Znj are the same as Zni without the factor [y-q(l 1 x0)] inside the 
integrand. Proceeding as for In2 and Z,,, (cf. (3.8) and (3.9)), it can be seen 
that 
(na;1’2)[~2 + Z&] = O(n-1/2a;3/2(log n)“‘), (3.12) 
where on the right, we have ui312 in place of u;lj2 because the factor 
ly-q(A I x0)], which is O(a,), is missing in ZL2 and ZL3. As for Znl, 
proceeding as for E(Z,,) in (2.8a) for the first term and using the LZL for 
[G,(y) - G(y)] for the second term below, we have 
68313712.3 
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W,) ‘I2 [iI, = a;’ i L((nz(y I ~,)-~.)/a,,) W(Y) 
+ a,; ’ / L((m(.v I x0)-%)/a,,) d(G,,(y) - G(y)) 
a:. Cg(q(~ I x0)k,(q(~- I -h))l + Wa5) 
+ O(n-“2a;‘(log log n)“‘). (3.13) 
Thus, from (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), we have 
Ig,(A I x0) - c(% 1 x0)1 ,==. O(n-1’2a;3’2(log n)“*), (3.14) 
where ~(1 I x0) = [g(q(A ( xJ)/g,(q(l ( x0)]. From (3.14), it follows that 
g,(J I x0) a.s. ~(1 ) x0) > 0 under the assumed conditions of the theorem so 
that the proof of the theorem is complete in view of (3.10). 1 
4. SMOOTH CONDITIONAL QUANTILE PROCESS 
In this section we shall consider the conditional quantile process, given 
by {Q,(n I x0), 0~ 2 < l> and establish its weak convergence to a 
Gaussian process, as n + 00 (Theorem 4.1). For this we shall assume that 
the marginals F and G are uniform on [0, 11. From (2.2), we have 
&(A I xc,) = QAA I -‘co) g,(J. I 4. (4.1) 
From Lemma 2.1, we note that g,(1 I x0) converges in probability to 
c(J I x,,), as n + co, so that the finite dimensional weak convergence of 
&(A I x0) implies that of Qn(n I x,,). Also we have 
,Is;y<g IQ,@ I x01- Qnb I xo)l 
G ,As”,r<d l&cJ. I x0)- Qn(P I XCJI *sup Ig,W I %)I A 
+ sup IQ,0 I +)I sup I g,‘U I xdl 
a 1 
,lfyr<s I&(~ I %I)-8th I hJL 
(4.la) 
so that, in view of the boundedness in probability of sup, I g;‘(n I x,)1 by 
Lemma 2.1 under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, the tightness of &(,l ( x0) 
and g,(J I x,,) imply the tightness of Qn. Note that &(O I x,,) = 
&,( 1 ) x,,) = 0, and also that Qn and Qn are members of D*[O, 11, the set 
of left continuous functions with right-hand limits. As for the space D, D* 
is also endowed with the Skoroho metric d*. We have 
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LEMMA 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1(a), the finite dimen- 
sional distributions of &, converge to those of B(q(A 1 x0)) .,(A), 0 < i < 1, as 
n+ 00, where 
Z(A)= j ( 
Proof: Let 0 <A, < A,, ,.,, 
C2,Y m,  c we have 
tL’(t) dt &,(q(~ Ix01). 
A,,, < 1. Then for any fixed constants ci, 
=iFl ci.(na,)-‘/* i L(m’(r,~xo)-“i) [Yj-q(A 1 X0)]. 
j=l n 
Now following, for each i= 1, 2, . . . . m, step by step, the same method of 
proof by Taylor’s expansion as in Theorem 2.1 (see Eq. (2.5)), it easily 
follows that as n + co, 
(4.2) 
where If’;j is I, 2 
we can kite 
(‘) defined as in (2.5) with li in place of il, i= 1, . . . . m. Now 
igl c,z~);‘= M iC, CiZniBn(dli I XO)) (4.3) 
with .Zni = (l/n) Cy= r qj.: (see the proof of Theorem 2.1 just before the 
convergence (2.6)). Since for each i= 1,2, . . . . m, Zniy a constant Bi, it 
follows, in view of Proposition 2.1, that the r.h.s. of (4.3) converges to a 
Gaussian r.v. The proof now follows in view of (4.2), (4.3), and standard 
arguments. m 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 below, {Q,,(A ) x0), 
0~ A< l} is tight in D*[O, 11. 
Proqf In view of (4.la), it suffices to prove the tightness of {o,}, the 
tightness of ( g,(A I x0): 0 < A< 1) being similar. By definition, we have 
ciz(~ I x0) - Dn(P I x0) 
=n”2a;1/2 
s 
[y- q(A ) x0)] L mn’y ,,‘-‘) dG,(y) 
” 
-n1’2a;1’2 s [(y-q(p ( x0)] L m’(y F)-‘) dG,(y). n 
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Using Taylor expansions as in (2.7) we obtain 
m I -yo)- ah I x0) 
where ZnI, Z,,, and III3 are used for the expressions in (2.5). Now it follows 
easily from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that Z,,(A) 7 0, as n + CX, 
uniformly in A and so does Z,,(1). Hence it suffices to show that 
Zn2(2) - Zn2(P) --y+ 0, as II-ZLI +O, 
uniformly in A and CL, 0 < A, p < 1. (4.4) 
However, as seen in (2.6), with g(x) = 1, we obtain Z,,(n) -Z,,(p) = 
I$‘(& P) + I$‘(& P), where I$‘(& ZL) = oP( 1) uniformly in 1 and p (see 
(2.7)) as n + co and 
c‘-?(~~ PI = Kt(q(~ I x0)) J G2t-Y - q(i I -%)I 
x L’ (mcy E”-‘) dG,(y) 
- 4(dP) I x0) J G2CY - q(cL I x0)1 
> dGrz(y). 
Now we have, for sufficiently large n, a constant c such that 
e(A PL) G c Pn(d~ I x0))- 4(dP I xo))l 
+ 4z(dP I x0)) a,’ J- CdP I x0) - q(A I -%)I 
xL, MY I x0)-~ 
4 
+ 4z(dP I x0)) G2 I J CY - dP I x0)1 
(4.5) 
WI x0)-p 4 
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Taking supremum over lil - ~1 (0 < A, ,LL < 1) on both sides, all terms on the 
r.h.s. converge in probability to zero in view of Proposition 2.1, uniform 
continuity of q and L’ over compact intervals and arguments similar to 
those employed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. This completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and if the conditional 
density g,,(s) is uniformly continuous and [g,,(q(L 1 x0)]-’ is bounded, 
0 < 16 1, then 
QnU I x01 ;T;’ B*G I x0)7 0<1,<1, asn+a, 
with P[B* E C[O, l]] = 1, where 
B*@ I x0) = B(q@ I xom,w I xo))l -l 
and B( .) is the standard Brownian bridge on [0, 11. 
Proof. The proof is a restatement of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and the result 
(2.12). 1 
We now state a corresponding theorem on weak convergence of the 
ordinary conditional quantile process {m; ‘(A 1 x,,), 0 < A < 1 }. Its proof 
can be accomplished by arguments similar to those of Theorem 4.1. Note 
in this connection that m,‘(. I x0) E D*[O, 11. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, we have 
&(m;‘(A I x0)-m-‘(A ) x0)) =z- B(q(A I xo)) 
d’ &W I x0))’ 
Remark 4.1. In the general case, i.e., when the marginals are not 
uniform, we need further conditions on the marginal and conditional den- 
sities. For example, if the joint density H(x, y) has “finite support” (i.e., 
H(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) # C, where C is a compact set in R2), then the result 
of Theorem 3.1 can be easily extended under the same hypotheses. In the 
general case, we can consider the so called normed empirical conditional 
quantile processes under conditions similar to those of Lemma 1.4.1 and 
Theorem 3.2.1 of C&go [3] on the marginal and conditional densities. 
The normed processes are 
P,(l) = g,(dJ. I x0)) J;;;;;;bL(~ I x0) - dl I x0)> 
= g&N I ~0)). Q,(i I xoh O<A<l, 
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or equivalently 
p*(l) = g’,“M~ I -a) - 
n g(q(/l ) .x0)) QR(A ’ -u0)3 
0<3.< 1, 
where &, is as defined in (2.2). However, we shall not pursue further this 
matter here. 
5. ESTIMATORS BASED ON BIVARIATE KERNELS 
This section deals with (certain) estimators of conditional quantities 
based on bivariate kernels (see last paragraph in Section 1): 
A. Conditional Quantile with Double Weights 
Mehra [6] proposed an estimator of q(ll 1 x,,) based on a bivariate 
kernel K(., .). In this subsection, we shall prove the asymptotic normality 
of this estimator which is given by 
n 
n-la-2 
= ( 
K ~A~,, - F”(XO) %Wj I x0) - 1) 
9 
1 
y, 
” 
a, 
J 
MA I x0) = 
1 
” 
n-la-2 
?I 
c ( 
K F,w;;- F”M mnu-j I %)-A ’ 
(5.1) 
9 
1 a, a, ) 
where F,, and m, have the same meaning as in Section 1. Writing t,(A 1 x0) 
for the denominator in (5.1), we have 
t,(A I x0) M,(i I xcl) - t,(n I xcl) q(n I XCJ 
=a -2 n ss (Y - q(A I -4) 
F,(x) -F&J m,(y I XCJ - 1 
a, ’ a, > dH,(x, YL 
where H, is the empirical cdf of (Xi, Yi), ..,, (X,, Y,). If the function 
K(u, u) is continuously differentiable four times we can write 
t,u I %HJna,Mz(~ I x0) - dn I x0,,> 
(5.2) 
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T,,=ai3 
ss CY - q@ I KJlC%(.Y I X0)-MY I x0)1 
xK:” m)-eo) dY I x01-l 
a, ’ 
dH (x y) 
n 9 9 
a, 
= a;* ss CY- 42 I x0)1 K F(x) -I;(xo) m(v I x,)-l E n, a, ’ dH (xy) n 9 3 a, 
E n2 = ai ss lk-4 I ~~~lC~,~~~-I;,~~,~-~~~~+~~~~~l 
xK(,1’ F(x) - &o) m(v I x0) - 1 
a, ’ 
dH,(x y) 
9 > 
4 
E n3 = j, G jj (in ; + 4 ;)m K(uo, vo)Cy - q(l I x0)1 dH,(x, vh 
E n4 =g jj b-q(~Ix,)l p,~+I.~)‘K(d:,d:)dH.(x,~), 
with K$” representing first-order partial derivatives of K(-, .) w.r.t. the ith 
argument, i = 1,2, and 
Pn = F,(x) - ~,(%I) - F(x) +&G), 
Ll= QY I x0) - m(v I x,)7 
uO, u,, being F(x) - flxo) and 4Y I x0)-~ respectively, 
a, a, ’ 
A: lies between F,(x) - F?l(xo) and F(x) - eo) 
a, a, ’ 
Af lies between 
%(Y I x0) - 2 and MY I XCJ - 2 
a, a, ’ 
Following the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 and using the differen- 
tiability conditions on K(u, u), we have the following lemma, whose proof 
is omitted because of its similarity to that of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. If K(u, u) is four times continuously differentiable and 
vanishes outside a compact rectangle set and naA313 + co, nai + 0 as n + 00, 
wehave&E.iTOasn+cofori=1,2,3,4,and 
fiTn + B(q(’ I xo)) J‘s uKy)(u, u) du du, as n + CO. 
p &,M~ I x0)) 
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THEOREM 5.1. Utzder the conditions of Lemma 5.1, we have 
Jna,CMJr- I X”) - q(E. I -q,)l -jy+ WO, a’), 
where 
it1 - 2) 
” = .&,(d~ 1 xc,)) 
ss UK:“@, u) du du 
jj K(u, u) du dv 
(5.3) 
and Ky’(u, v) represents first-order partial derivative with respect to the 
second argument and I? (say) is the kernel defining m,(. ( x0) in (1.1). 
Proof Proof follows from Lemma 5.1 and the fact that 
t?l(J. I xn) p. JJ 
K(u, u) du dv, as n-co. 
Remark 5.1. If K(u, u) = K( 1~1, Ju( ) and K vanishes on the boundaries of 
the rectangle, then by integration by parts 
jj vK:“(u, u) du dv = jj K(u, v) du dv, 
so that from (2.3) and (5.3) we have 
0$(x0) = 02. 
B. Smooth L-estimators of Conditional Means 
One way to look at the quantile estimator (5.1) is to consider it as a 
linear function of induced order statistics. Let X(r,, . . . . X,,, denote order 
statistics of X1, . . . . X,,. Let the Y corresponding to XtiJ be denoted by Yci7. 
The variables Yci,, 1 < i < n, are called induced order statistics. Then M, 
of (5.1) can be written as 
M,,=n-‘a,’ f K (i/n) -F&0) mn(YCi3 I %)-A 
a, ’ a, > 
yci, . 
i= 1 
Indeed, the estimates proposed by Yang [ 161 and Stiite [ 181 of the regres- 
sion function and in particular, the estimate (2.1), are linear functions of 
induced order statistics with single weight functions. We show below that 
double weights have an interesting application to robust estimation of 
conditional parameters. Let 
e,,=ECYJ(m(YI x0)) I X=x01 
s ‘x = yJ(m(y I 4) dmb I x0) -cc 
1 
= 
s m-‘(t 1 x,,) J(t) dt. 0 (5.4) 
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If the conditional distribution m(y 1 x,,) is symmetric about pXO and the 
weight function J satisfies J(u) = -J(l -a), 0 <a< 1, then it is easy to 
verify that 8,, = pLxO = T(x~). Thus T,, given by (5.5) below, becomes a 
“robust” (or “trimmed”) estimator of the conditional mean (see Shorack 
and Wellner [lo, Chap. 191). Theorem 5.2 below gives the strong con- 
sistency and asymptotic normality of the estimator {T,,} given by (5.5), as 
n+co. 
Let K: IR x [0, l] + R be a bivariate kernel. Consider the statistics given 
by 
T,=(na,)-’ i K (i/n) - Fnb,) 
4 ’ 
mn(Y[i] I xIJ) 
> 
y[i] 
i= 1 
where H,(x, y) is the empirical cdf of (Xi, Y,), 1~ i< n, and F,, is the 
empirical cdf of Xi, 1~ i < II. Assume that the kernel K is non-negative and 
bounded, and let 
J(u)=j K(u,u)du, O<V<l. (5.6) 
Then we have the following 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose K ( 30 as in (5.6)) and {a,} satisfy the condi- 
tions of Lemma 5.1. Let H(x, y) be absolutely continuous satisfying assump- 
tions I(ii), (iii), and (iv) of Section 1. We further assume that 
E(Y’J(m(Y( x0)) 1 X=x,)<co. (5.7) 
Then 
(i) T,, = 8, as n + 00, and 
(ii) ,/&CL - ho 17 WO, ok,,), where 
~,=E(YJb(YI x0)) I X=x0) 
and 
o;&J) = E( Y2J(m( Y I x0)) I X= x0) - 192~. (5.8) 
ProoJ: The proof of (i) can be accomplished by using Taylor expansion 
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of K as in (5.2) and the method of proof adopted in Section 3. Further, we 
have from (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6) 
J;;;;j;(T~-s,)=~(e,--.~“)+E,, 
where 
and 
8, = a;’ JJ yK (F(x) i F(xo), m(y ( x0)) &9,(x, y). 
n 
Since 8, is the sum of i.i.d. r.v.‘s and K is bounded, by the central limit 
theorem and (5.7) it follows that 
Jzk - &J 7 NOT ~:&m~ 
where 0:&J) is as given by (5.8). Also, using the Taylor expansion of K as 
in (5.2), it can be shown, under the hypothesis of the theorem, that 
E, 7 0 as n + co. The proof being similar to that of Theorem 2.1, the 
details are omitted. 1 
Remark 5.1. From the representation (5.4), it can be seen that another 
estimate of 8,, which is asymptotically equivalent to T,, is given by 
where m,(y 1 x0) is the empirical conditional d.f. defined by (1.1). It can be 
shown that 8$) given by (5.9) is also strongly consistent and asymptoti- 
cally normal using the properties of m,(y 1 x0). Similarly, estimates for 
general conditional functionals such as 
8 g, xo = HA Y) J(m( Y I x0)) I X= x01 
s 
1 
= sW’(t I x0)) J(t) dt 
0 
can also be obtained following (5.5). The results of Theorem 5.2 would 
continue to hold with appropriate modifications. 
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C. Conditional Density Estimators 
Bivariate kernels can also be used with profit in the estimation of condi- 
tional densities (see last paragraph in Section 1). Let K(u, u) be a bivariate 
probability kernel, then 
gn(z I x0) = (nat)-l f: K 
( 
Fn(xi)-Fn(xO) yi-z 
7 
i=l a, a, > 
(5.10) 
can be considered as an estimator of g(z 1 x0) = g,(z) = m’(z 1 x0) for fixed 
z, - cc < z < cc : Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1, one can easily show 
that (see Theorem 5.3 below) g,, is a strongly consistent estimator for 
g(z I x0). One may also define a usual kernel type estimator given by 
g,*(z ) x0) = a;’ /4(~)d~nt~lxo)~ (5.11) 
where m,(y 1 x,,) is given by (1.1). It is easily seen that g,* of (5.11) is a spe- 
cial case of (5.10), when K(u, u) is taken as a product kernel K,(u) K2(u), 
where K, is the kernel defining m, of (1.1). 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose the probability kernel K(u, u) has bounded and 
continuous partial derivatives of order 2 in u and that j-1 tK(s, t) dt = 0. 
Further assume that m(y 1 x0) satisfies the Assumptions I(ii), (iii), and (iv) 
of Section 1. Zf the sequence {a,} satisfies na: + co, nal + 0 as n -+ co, then 
we have 
(i) in(z 1 x,,) -+ g(z I x0) a.s. as n + 00, and 
ss (;) ;i$L,tz I 4 - gtz I 4) y W, d, where d = gtz I xd 
K2 u, v u v. 
Proox Consider 
d,(z I x0) = ai F,(x)-F&J Y-Z 
a, ’ a, 
dH,tx y) 
3 
= &(Z I x0)+@), 
where 
g,tz I x0) = ai* JJ ( K 
f’(x)-FM Y-Z - 
a, ’ a, > 
dff,tx, YX 
4La-2 F,(x)-FAX,) Y-Z 
” 
ss[ ( 
K 
a, ’ a, > 
-K F(x)-FW Y-Z a, ’ a, dH,L-G Y). 
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Now by Taylor expansion 
K 
( 
F,(x)-F,(X”) J’-z -K F(,X-F(x,) J---z 
a,, ’ a, > ( a,, ’ a,, 1 
= F,(x)-F,(x,)-t;(x)+F(x,) 
[ 1 ( K(l) F(x)-F(x,) y-z I a, 4 ’ a, > 
+ F,(x)-E;,(x,)-F(x)+F(x,) 2 K(12) 
a, 
] &*,y), 
where a,A* lies between [F,(x) -F’,,(x,)] and [F(x) -F(x,)]. Since the 
first two partial derivatives of K w.r. to the first argument, namely, K(,“, 
Ki2’ are bounded by hypotheses and sup _ co < 5 < co /R’,,(x) - I;, (x,,) - 
F(x)+F(x,)l = O(n-“2(logn)1/2) a.s., it is easy to see that s(ln) +O a.s., as 
n + co. Further, 
g,(z 1 x0) = n-‘a;’ 
F(X,) - F(xg) 
iK( a 
Yj - z 
1 n ‘7) n 
is the average of i.i.d. r.v.‘s ar2K((F(Xi) -F(xo))/a,, ( Yj-~)/a,), 1 < i<~, 
and K is bounded it is easy to show that [g,(z 1 x,,) - Eg,(z 1 x0)] a.s. 0; 
but E[g,(z 1 x0)] --t g(z 1 x,), so that the proof of (i) is complete. To prove 
(ii), we consider 
a, &l&b I x0) - g(z I xJ1 
= a, &C&b I x0)-J%& 
= a” &CA% I x0) - J%h 
I 41+ 4 $C&L(z I x0) - dz I x0)3 
I x0)1 + &:“I (say). 
Using the Taylor expansion of K as given earlier, it can be shown that 
E~‘Y 0 under the hypotheses of the theorem. Since gn(z 1 x0), as 
remarked earlier, is the average of i.i.d. r.v.3, the result (ii) follows using 
the Central Limit Theorem. 1 
6. MULTIVARIATE CASE 
Finally we consider the multivariate case: Suppose (X, Y) E R”+P is a 
random vector. The conditional distribution of Y given X =x0 is given by 
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m(y 1 x0) = P[Y < y 1 x=x0], Then a direct generalization of (1.1) gives an 
estimate of m(y 1 x0) as 
i=l 
i 
i= 1 
where K*(ul, u2, . . . . ud) is a suitable d-variate kernel and F,,is are the 
marginal empirical d.f.‘s of Xii, 1 < i < n, j = 1, 2, . . . . d. We remark that the 
asymptotic normality of m, can be established on the same lines as in the 
bivariate case under suitable analogous conditions on K*. If y is real, i.e., 
p = 1, then one can define the conditional quantiles q(A 1 xol, . . . . x,,~) and 
study their estimation with qn(l ( xol, . . . . xOJ in analogy with the bivariate 
case. The asymptotic results for qn will be similar to those for the case d= 1 
obtained in Sections 2 to 5 above. Similarly in this case, one can also 
construct L-smooth or “trimmed” estimators of the conditional means 
E[ Y) X=x0], or more generally if p > 1, for conditional functionals 
E[g(Y) 1 K = x,], and establish analogous results using similar arguments. 
A multivariate generalization of (1.4) the Nadaraya-Watson-type condi- 
tional empirical distribution, also can be defined as 
m,*(y I x0) = 1 K*((X- xd4 Zcy,Gyl i ig, K*(& - xdlaJ9 
where K* is a suitable d-variate kernel function. Similar remarks as for 
m,(y 1 x0) above apply to m,*(y 1 x0) as well. 
For conditional multivariate densities g(t I X=x0) one can also 
construct, in analogy with (5.10), kernel estimators given by 
$,*(Z 1 x0) = n-‘a;(d+P) 
f’mi(XicJ - Fr&o,) Yi - z . . . , 
a, > a, ’ 
where K* is a (d + p)-variate suitable kernel function. The asymptotics of 
such estimators are similar to those considered in the bivariate case. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the light of Remark 2.1 above, the smoothed version of the condi- 
tional quantile estimator studied in this paper should perform better than 
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the unsmoothed one considered by Stiite [13] and Bhattacharya and 
Gangopadhyay [l]. In fact, for local estimation of quantiles smoothing 
with higher (than first) order kernels is particularly advantageous in 
reducing the bias, and consequently, the mean square error. It would be 
interesting to investigate this further, possibly by Monte Carlo 
investigations. Such Monte Carlo studies may also throw some light on the 
comparative merits of estimators based on one or the other of the two 
definitions of conditional empirical d.f.‘s, one of the NadarayaaWatson 
type and the other of the N. N. Yang-type, discussed in Section 1, as also 
those of the “bivariate” kernel estimators of conditional quantiles and 
conditional densities in comparison with those based on univariate kernel 
functions. In a general sense, the last comparison referred to above is 
related to the important question of selection of an appropriate or 
“optimum” kernel in a given estimation problem. 
It should be mentioned that while all estimators considered in this paper 
are based on bounded kernels which vanish outside compact intervals, the 
results of this paper can indeed be extended without much difficulty to 
bounded kernels with tails appropriately vanishing at + cc (cf. Horvath 
and Yandell [4]). However, for robust estimators of conditional means 
(see (5.5) in 5B), the extension for unbounded-only in the second 
argument-kernels would require some additional work. These and some 
other related results would be presented in a subsequent communication. 
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